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HEIDI
Sebastian Wrong
A mix of modernity, nostalgia and utilitarian form, Heidi is a fun stool of a simple and 
sturdy construction which takes its inspiration from the classic tractor seat. When 
developing the stool, Wrong focused on comfort and functionality creating a cantilever 
base that flexes slightly with movement so that it feels very natural to sit on – a responsive 
movement not common in most stools which tend to be stiff. 

A powder-coated tubular steel leg adds a robust, and competitively-priced, stackable stool 
to the Heidi range. The redesigned base is paired with a new seat made from vacuum 
formed thermoplastic and Baydur, an injection-moulded resin – the gloss UV protected 
finish is tough and suitable for outdoor use.

THE DESIGNER
Sebastian Wrong originally studied sculpture before going on to establish his own 
successful manufacturing company. His portfolio of work spans furniture, lighting, 
accessories and gallery projects. As a founding member of Established & Sons, Wrong 
contributed significantly to the development of the collection. He continues to exercise 
his abilities in the field of manufacturing at Established & Sons as well as bringing his 
considerable creative skills as a product designer.



General Information Installation

DESIGN 
2018

DESCRIPTION
Stool

MATERIALS 
Heat-formed acrylic/methacrylate, polyurethane, powder-coated tubular steel, nylon feet

DIMENSIONS
W430mm × D450mm × H550mm, Seat Height H500mm
W430mm × D450mm × H700mm, Seat Height H650mm
W430mm × D450mm × H810mm, Seat Height H760mm

COLOURS
Gloss finish white, gloss finish black (seat)
Black, grey (legs)

CLEANING GUIDELINES
Use a damp cloth with a mild detergent, avoid using solvent
or alcohol based cleaning products. Dry with a soft cloth.

USER INSTRUCTIONS 
No more than four stools should be stacked at once.
Avoid contact with heat sources.
For major maintenance or repairs, consult the retailer.
Once the product or its components are no longer used,
make sure that they are disposed of correctly through the
public waste disposal services.

IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY



Established & Sons is a British brand representing all that is innovative 
in contemporary design. By supporting the best creators of our time, 
it has built a collection for people who are passionate about design, 
presenting imaginative products with style and personality.  
Designers and artists are afforded the freedom to explore their 
own language, advancing pioneering ideas that deliver exceptional 
furniture and lighting collections. Combined with Established & Sons’ 
commitment to skilled craftsmanship and cutting-edge manufacturing 
techniques, this produces intelligent designs that are at the same time 
diverse in the extreme and united in their quest for the extraordinary.  
The Established & Sons collection includes some of the most important 
examples of 21st-century design. Many of the pieces have been acquired 
by international museums, galleries, institutions and private collections.

Follow us on Instagram

About Established & Sons


